
VOCAL AWARENESS
CORPORATE  BRIDGE

Sample Schedule 
Can be adjusted to meet your specific business goals.

DAY     ONE:     

Core Vocal Awareness Principles

The core Vocal Awareness principles include among others Stature, the 7 Rituals, 
Persona and Visceral Language. This foundation does not change, but we do. And as 
we evolve, our relationship to Vocal Awareness deepens as does our ability to embody 
Conscious Awareness. 

8:30-9am 
Registration

9-9:30am 
“Vocal Awareness is 
Communication Mastery”

As we begin our day, Arthur will dive right into 
what makes Vocal Awareness a communication 
game-changer and how it transforms lives. 

9:30-10am 
Stature

In Vocal Awareness, Stature causes our bodies to 
breathe, engages our awareness, and shifts our 
behavior. It is so much more than standing up 
straight; it is the preparation for everything we do 
and the embodiment of everything we are. Here 
you will be experiencing Stature (sitting and 
standing) for yourself, discovering how a “pattern 
interrupt” feels, and discovering how it affects you 
firsthand.

10-10:45am
Seven Rituals Incorporating the 7 Rituals into our lives effectively 

puts us in charge of both the message and the 
messenger. Practiced alone, they are powerful 
because each is a distinct practice with a specific 
benefit. As a consistent part of your life, they are 
transformative. Together, we’ll go through each 
ritual in turn, discussing it, practicing it, and 
understanding how, individually and collectively, 
they are essential to your Journey.

10:45-11am 
Morning Break

11-11:45am 
Finding the “Hub” of your 
Voice and the “Yawn-Sigh”

In this session we learn how to find our optimal 
speaking pitch while developing more presence 
and resonance through the Vocal Awareness 
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“Yawn Sigh” exercise.

11:45am-12:30pm 
The Three Aspects 

An introduction to the 3 Aspects: warm-up, 
practice and performance all essential to 
Communication Mastery.

12:30-1:45pm 
Lunch Break

1:45-2:15pm 
Making Voice Visual

Learn the integral Vocal Awareness concept of 
Visceral Language which will show you how to 
“make Voice visual” and thus convey the emotion 
of words for greater impact and personalization. 

2:15-3:00pm 
Persona

It’s time to start consciously living your chosen 
Persona – Who are you really? What do you 
believe and how does that shape your goals and 
actions, both short- and long-term? It's time you 
knew. It's time you choose! 

3:00-3:15pm 
Sovereignty

Arthur helps us to put the pieces together, 
particularly how the Vocal Awareness concepts 
and exercises lead us to claim our greatness and 
personal Sovereignty.

3:15-3:30pm 
Afternoon Break

3:30-4:30pm 
Visceral Language and 
“Yawn Sigh” Practice and 
Review

Vocal Awareness teaches Communication Mastery 
and for Mastery to exist we must first integrate 
mind/body/spirit and pay attention to the 
subtleties of form – in other words we always 
consciously practice and implement the details.

4:30-5pm
The Personalized Seven-
Minute Daily Vocal Power 
Workout

Creating a daily Vocal Awareness Practice that 
incorporates the 7 Rituals, will enable you to shift 
your behavior and make deep, lasting, positive 
change in your life – throughout your life.
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DAY     TWO:     

Core Vocal Awareness Principles IN ACTION

Vocal Awareness is a doing Work that allows you to embody who you truly are, in a 
consistent, conscious and pragmatic way. It offers a real-world approach to realizing 
all your possibilities and utilizing the skills that will positively propel your life and 
career forever. 

8:30-9am 
Event Room Open

9-9:30am 
The Vocal Awareness 
Journey

Vocal Awareness teaches us to be who we truly 
are, rather than “present” who we think others 
want us to be.

9:30-10am
Applying the “Yawn Sign”

This exercise, which incorporates Stature and the 
7 Rituals, is vital to claiming the well of 
resonance and presence that is unique to you 
and essential to your vocal and personal power. 
Through it, you’ll find your most compelling 
voice – and Voice – and strengthen your ability 
to express both.

10-10:30am
Adding Visceral Language

Practice “marking up” your text, seeing periods 
and connecting to your Deeper Listening 
through Visceral Language.

10:30-10:45am
Q&A “In Vocal Awareness”

We find that participants are often anxious to 
discover if they are “doing it right.” In this 
session, engage with Arthur and find out.

10:45-11am 
Morning Break

11am-12pm
Practicing the Three Aspects

Here we delve deeper into the practice and value 
of The Three Aspects (warm-up, practice, 
performance) of Vocal Awareness discussed 
during Day One.

12-12:30pm 
Embodying Communication 
Mastery

It’s time to practice putting Vocal Awareness 
into action – and begin to experience how living 
in Conscious Awareness does not simply 
transform your Voice but systematically 
supports you in fulfilling the Vision for your life. 
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12:30-1:45pm
Lunch Break

1:45-2:45pm 
Embodying Your Persona

Learn to more fully embody the Persona 
Statements we began or evolved yesterday.

2:45-3:15pm 
Embodying Vocal 
Leadership  

Putting it all together. Through Vocal Awareness 
we learn to identify and consciously express our 
leadership qualities in unique and powerful ways.

3:15-3:30pm
Afternoon Break

3:30-5pm
“Living” in Vocal Awareness

Practice, practice, practice.
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